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Abstract— Due to increase in growth of industrial sectors the 

power of requirement of the country is rapidly increasing. In 

India, the cement production has increased from 6.44% to 

282.79 million tones over FY 2016. As discussed earlier, 1 

tons of cement production liberates 1 tone of chemical carbon 

dioxide gas. Hence from the above charts, due to high cement 

production and emission of gas, the global carbon footprint 

will also increase. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. General: 

Cement industry is facing greater difficulty in recent times 

because of the hazardous impact to the environment during 

its production. The process of manufacturing cement emits 

huge quantity of carbon dioxide globally known as 

greenhouse gases which is the main reason for the global 

warming. The emission of carbon dioxide is being monitored 

when the cement ingredients such as clinker, clay and 

gypsum blended together at the higher temperature of 

1500°C. The manufacture of cement poses two different 

environmental issues: one is the energy consumption carried 

out during the blending process of cementitious materials and 

other is CO2 emission in the cement manufacturing. It is 

obtained by mixing cementing materials, water, aggregates 

and SCM’s if necessary and sometimes admixtures. Cement 

is one of the most important building materials as of now. The 

term cement is generic that can be applied for many organic 

and inorganic materials.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Although strength is the first and biggest parameter which an 

engineer sees in his concrete. These can be worked out by 

good quality control on concrete but a challenge in geo-

polymer concrete is the compatibility and suitability of those 

materials with each other. 

 Committee of concrete institute, Australia (2011) 

gave a brief explanation and correct practice for geo-polymer 

concrete production. They not only used sodium system. But 

also, potassium system as reagents (activators). They studied 

the effect of different curing methods and techniques on geo-

polymer concrete which includes ambient atmospheric 

curing, dry heat curing, steam curing and wet curing along 

with the effect of curing temperature and curing time. They 

studied the mechanical properties of hardened concrete such 

as split tensile strength, modulus of rupture and developed 

their own empirical equations for the same derived from ACI 

codes. 

 Madeshwaran, Gopalakrishan.N (2007) produced 

geopolymer concrete using both fly ash and GGBS in varying 

proportion and ratios. They even used 100% GGBS in 

production of geo-polymer concrete. The sodium hydroxide 

concentration varied from 3M to 7M with alkali solution to 

geopolymer solids ratio as 0.65. 

 Wallah S E and Rangan B V (2006), reported that 

the studies of long-term properties on fly ash-based 

geopolymer concrete undergoes very little shrinkage: in the 

order of about 100 micro strains after one year, which is 

significantly smaller than the range of values experienced in 

Traditionally vibrated concrete, which are 500 to 800 micro 

strains.  

 Sumajouw M D J and Rangan B V (2006), were 

concluded that the test results show that the behavior, failure 

mode and load carrying capacity of column members are 

similar to those of traditionally vibrated concrete, and good 

correlations of results can be obtained by using current 

calculation methods for traditionally vibrated concrete 

members. The results of flexure capacity and deflection of 

beams agree well with the current design provisions used for 

traditionally vibrated concrete members. 

 Hardjito D and Rangan B V (2005), demonstrate that 

the modulus of versatility increments with expanding 

compressive quality and the Poisson's proportion of fly 

powder. The circuitous elasticity of geopolymer cement is 

observed to be just a small amount of the compressive quality, 

as on account of Portland bond concrete. These properties 

contrast positively with those anticipated by the important 

Australian Standards for Portland bond concrete. They saw 

that the conduct and disappointment method of fly powder 

based geopolymer concrete in pressure is like that of Portland 

bond concrete. The pressure strain bend of geopolymer solid 

demonstrates that the resist pinnacle pressure is in the scope 

of 0.0024 to 0.0026. 

 R. Anuradha, et. al., (2005) They modified the 

equation which is used to calculate the quantity of coarse and 

fine aggregates based on total volume of concrete with 

percentage air entrainment and specific gravity of the 

aggregates. The sodium hydroxide concentration was varied 

from 10M to 14M. Various graphs were developed viz. 

“compressive strength v/s fly ash content”, “compressive 

strength v/s alkali solution to fly ash ratio” and “compressive 

strength v/s percentage in sand.” 

 D. Hardjito and B.V. Ranjan (2004) studied the 

properties of low calcium fly ash based geo-polymer 

concrete. They varied the concentration of sodium hydroxide 

from 8M to 16M with difference of 2M each. Proper well 

graded aggregates were used i.e. 20mm, 14mm and 7mm in 

proper propositions. Naphthalene sulphonate super 

plasticizer was used labelled as “RHEOBULD 100”. The 

specimens were wrapped and kept in curing along with mould 

and cured after a period of 1 day for 24 hours at 60°C. 

 Gupta, D.K. et. al., (2018), The compressive 

strength with bamboo fiber in concrete initially the strength 

with very small quantity of fiber (0.5 %) but further addition 

of fiber results in decrease in strength. Since tensile strength 

is proportional to flexural strength, hence experiment result 
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shows that increase in flexural strength increases tensile 

strength of concrete. 

 Bhowmik, R.N., et. al., (2017), Bambusa Balcooa 

possess good tensile strength as well as ductility. The tensile 

strength of bamboo is greater than the yield strength of mild 

steel. This species of bamboo yields at 0.0042 strain with 

more than 62% of ultimate strength. Epoxy reduces the water 

absorption of bamboo up to great extent. Bond strength 

between epoxy coated bamboo and concrete found to be 2.24 

times than uncoated samples. Maximum load carrying 

capacity of Bamboo reinforced brick aggregate concrete 

beam was noticed to be 4.88 times that of plain concrete beam 

with 2% bamboo reinforcement. The strength of bamboo 

reinforced beam increases with the increment of bamboo 

reinforcement in the range of 0 to 2%. 

 Gill, S. and Kumar, R., (2016) The behaviour on test 

with bamboo is almost the same as the plain steel bar; 

however, the bond strength with bamboo was higher than the 

one with plain steel bar. It can be expected that the bond 

strength covering with full treatment shows the high value 

1.2-1.35MPa. Improving structural behavior the reinforced 

concrete beam can be strengthening using bamboo sticks as a 

retrofitted material. 

 Lewangamage, C.S. and Perera, P.M.D.J.S., (2015), 

In both cases, ductility ratio decreased than the control 

sample. When bamboo reinforcement percentage in 

composite steel reinforced concrete slab panel increased, 

maximum load carrying capacity was not increased as we 

expected. From these results, it can be conclude that Bamboo 

reinforced slabs are worthy eco-friendly alternative for steel 

reinforced slabs.  

III. SUMMARIZE OF LITERATURE REVIEW 

Followings are the outcome of above literature review 

 Molar concentration of sodium hydroxide plays key role 

of durability of concrete.  

 The ultimate aim to develop such a concrete is to reduce 

global carbon dioxide emissions and move towards a 

sustainable development. 

 On developing various mix design by adding various trial 

contents of sand and other cementations materials, their 

optimum quantity as well as its effect on geopolymer 

concrete can be determined. 

 The ultimate aim to develop such a concrete is to reduce 

global carbon dioxide emissions and move towards a 

sustainable development. 

 Bamboo has high strength on the fiber but a low strength 

transverse to the fibers, which implies the tensile strength 

of Bamboo, is more than the compressive strength. 

 The varying percentage of Bamboo reinforcement in 

concrete should be 1 – 4%. 

 The physical and mechanical properties of Bamboo vary 

with relevance diameter, length, age, type, position on 

culm and moister content of Bamboo. 

 If there are fine cracks on Bamboo surface then even load 

carrying capacity of the member is not reduced. 
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